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did indeed talk to Archie Hamilton. However, the nature

the point 7 was making was a bit different from the relPtionsh

between the money supply and output rate. What I was arguing

was th t there was a cycle in the unemployment rte and the

inflPtion rPte. T hPd investigated this in some detail up to

1971. This showed that there was a cycle of atout or 5 years.

This implied that if we are at the turning point in , say,

January 1981, then on the average we shall be in a relatively

good position in 1983. Most of the benefits of the recovery will

be visible.

7ven allowing for the very considerable variations in the periods

of the trade cycle, it is most unlikely that we shall not be ir a

sustained recovery phase during 1983.

Although I have discassed this point with the Prime Minister,

have never put all these thoughts down on paper in any coherent

way. Put 7 collected some evidence for the discussion I had with

David Hart on this point. You might like to see the letter and

the Pn^losurPs thPt T sent to him. T don't see any reason why

this shouldn't be sPnt to 412-Phie 74Pmiltor.
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• You asked me about the evidence of trade cycles in the UK.
Obviously this is an enormously complicated story, but we can
simplify to survive.

The best source recently is page 68 of the CEO Economic
Trends for May 1981. I enclose a copy of the cyclical indicators.
You will see that the average period of a depression phase (which
is unshaded in figures) is a little over two years, say 21 years.
There is no depression phase over this period that exceeds two
years and nine months. If, therefore, we take the longest
depression phase, this would mean that the upturn would be expect
to te,s'in round about the turn of this year. This is consistent
with the fact that the trough of the recession was experienced
the turn of 1980/81. The cyclical indicators in May suggested
indeed that the trough had been reached in the first quarter of
1981.

Ali this, of course, is highly tentati cu,. suppcse -se
further and allowed another year to give oc the lo ,.. deycocs
phase in the post war years, then we would nave a dietlnct aria
ma-,--a ucturn in the economy beginning at oho coo nr 191
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Cyclical indicators for the UK economy
Recent movements of the indicators

(Data to 19th .11a.r)

The movements  co, er the last few months of the eomposite
indices of cyclical indicators continue to suggest that the
trough of the recession has been reached, possibly in the
first quarter of 1961. However, confirmation must avian
further data.

The composite index of  coincident  indicators, vvhich had
been increasing slovvly since November 1980,  fed  slightly
in April, but this fall may be a temporary fluctuation. The
high levels of retail sals in January and Februar:, had
been the main contributory cause of the recent upturn.
The slightly lower levels in March and April, although
still significantly above those in the last quarter of 1980.
have brought the composite index down a little in April.
The CBI surveys into capacity utilisation and recent stoek
movements showed less pessimistic results in April and the
rate of decline in manufacturing production eased in the
first quarter of 1981, all of which would tend after detrending
to increase the composite index. As usual, the most recent
values of the index are based on only partial information.
The coincident index does not yet incorporate any of the
three measures of GDP for the first quarter of 1981. Since
these are three of the seven series in the index, it is possible
that the picture may alter when they are available. In
particular, even if an upturn in the index is confirmed, the
later data may' alter the timing of the turning point.

The  shorter  and  longer leading  composite indices both
continue to increase from turning points in November 1980
and November 1979 respectively. On the basis of past
average relationships they point to a bottoming of the
present recession, most probably around the first quarter
of this year.

The cyclical indicators do not provide a guide to 'dig
strength of a recovery. The indicator system is concerned
whh peaks and troughs in the cyclic fluctuation about a
long-term trend rather than in the absolute levels of the
component series.

Definition:vi

This section shows referenee chronoli,,L of pcakv
and troughs representing growth cycles in the LK
economy, together with groups of indicator series
which have in the past had a consistent timinz
relationship with the referenee cycle. Growth cycle.;
are defined as cyelieid movements in the deviations
from a long-term trend; thus, the contraction pha,e
of a growth cycle occurs when the rate of growdi is
below this long-term value.

The historical reference chronology has been
determined by examination of a range of serie.,i
covering aggregate economic activity. KnoWil special
economic and climatic factors were discounted in
judging the location of reference turning points.
The indicators forming each group have been chosen
because they have had a consistent timing relation-
ship to the reference chronology, and because there
is an economic rationale to account for this
relationship.

A composnc index ilor each group  of indicator5 I
formed bv subtracting from each series the values o:
its long-term trend, then taking a simple uverage of
the trend-eliminated series after smoothing, iicaling
to give cycles of similar amplitude, and inversioh
where appropriate.

Values and timing characteristics of the composite indices
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Cyclical indicators

Composite indices of indicator groups. January 1975100
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Professor Alan Walters

Archie Hamilton MP

You net him last month.

He tells me that you have prepared some papers
for the Prime Minister about the growth in the
money supply, and that thcise papers show a
relatively encouraging position.

May I see thkse, please, so that I can decide
whether any of the information there contained
could, properly, be passed on to Archie Hamilton,
who is David Howell's PPS and who is a staunch
supporter of the Prime Minister and of the
strategy?

IAN GOW
19th August 1981


